JMAP/EXTRA Agenda IETF114

- Intro and Notewell by chairs 5m
- JMAP Section 60m
- EXTRA Section 50m
- AOB 5m
JMAP

- Current Drafts
  - blob 5m (Bron)
  - calendars 5m (Robert)
  - quotas 5m (René)
  - sharing 5m (Neil)
  - sieve 5m (Ken)
  - SMIME sender 5m (Alexey)
  - tasks 5m (Joris/Hans-Jörg)

- Proposed Work
  - JMAP for Migration and Portability 10m (Joris)
  - JMAP Preferences (settings) 5m (Joris)

- Milestone Review 5m
EXTRA

• Current Drafts
  – imap partial 10m (Alexey)
  – process imip 5m (Ken)
  – sieve registry 5m (Alexey/Ken)
  – sieve snooze 5m (Ken)

• Proposed work
  – snooze and mailboxids 10m (Rik)
  – list return metadata 10m (Bron)

• Milestone review 5m